EVV Tool Kit – Module 12: Getting Started – Next Steps

Information posted July 3, 2019

EVV Tool Kit – Module 12 is available on the HHSC EVV website. This module will provide an overview of the following EVV topics:

- Researching HHSC-approved EVV vendors
- Selecting your HHSC-approved EVV vendor
- Tips for training with your HHSC-approved EVV vendor
- EVV provider onboarding process

Register for the live webinar on July 22 to ask your questions about getting started with EVV and training requirements. Email questions ahead of time and include in the subject line “webinar question.”

Refer to the frequently asked questions and answers from the January - April webinars.

Subscribe to GovDelivery to receive email alerts when new EVV Tool Kit resources are available.

For questions about this alert, contact HHSC EVV Operations.